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In his Number 1 best seller Emotional Intelligence
– Why it can matter more than IQ Dr Daniel
Goleman states that:
‘What really matters for success, character,
happiness and life long achievements is a definable
set of emotional skills - your EQ - not just purely
cognitive abilities that are measured by
conventional IQ tests.’
We are realising the limits of our minds and the
need to balance intellect with emotional
intelligence.
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Introduction
Keys to Emotional Mastery has been written to assist you in
getting your emotions to serve you – to empower you in getting
what you want from life. It teaches an understanding of how
your emotions affect you and how you can use them to improve
the quality of your life.
I often find that it is an emotion that has not been recognised
and responded to in an appropriate way that is the cause of
much of the distress in people’s lives.
Most people are uneducated in the roles and functioning of
emotions. When I teach this information, people often ask me
why they were not taught about their emotions as they were
growing up? They realise that their emotional aspect is a very
significant part of their lives, which they know very little
about.
Due to our lack of emotional understanding, we are often
slaves to the particular irks and quirks of emotional whims. We
may be either emotionally out of control or control addicts.
Very few of us know how to use our emotions in healthy and
creative ways.
Emotional Mastery is about regaining control of our lives by
developing a strong, healthy and stable emotional core. It
means bringing our emotions into balance. Some people’s
emotions are so big that they feel overwhelmed by them.
Others spend much of their lives feeling very little and struggle
to connect with and express their emotions.
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Emotional Mastery happens when we become capable of
allowing ourselves to feel our emotions and still to do what we
want to do. We often avoid doing things that may bring up
emotions (particularly fear, anger and sadness) because we do
not know how to handle them in
For example, many times we let our fears stop us from taking
action that we know would be in our best interest. For example,
going to the dentist, standing up for our selves at work or
stating what we want in our relationships. In this way our fears
block us from doing what we want to do. Our fear has mastered
us, we have become the slave of our fear. Emotional Mastery
happens when we can allow ourselves to be afraid, feel the fear
and still take the steps that we need to take.
This booklet also provides preparatory reading for the
Passionately Alive Seminar. The Seminar is a live-in program
designed to assist people to open their hearts and to develop
‘Emotional Mastery’. During the seminar participants learn
creative ways of expressing their sadness, fear, anger and joy.
They clear out blocked emotion from past experiences. They
also develop the skills to continue to utilise the power and
wisdom innate in emotions.
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Emotional Mastery
Part 1 Introduction

The following pages provide a foundational understanding
of emotions: what they are, why we don't feel fully alive
and how they can be used to enrich the quality of our lives.
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Physical

Spiritual
Mental

Emotional

Every experience we have involves our physical,
mental, emotional and spiritual bodies (though we
may not at the time be conscious of the effects that an
experience is having in each of these bodies). If we
study a flower we notice its physical characteristics
such as colour, shape, smell and so on. We think
about the flower: what type it is, how it relates to
other flowers we have seen etc. Emotionally, we may
feel happy seeing the flower and feel our spirits lifted
by its beauty.
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Four Bodies = One Human
Being
As human beings we have four bodies:
Physical - called our body.
Mental - called our mind.
Emotional - this body has no name*.
Spiritual - called our soul.
Our physical and mental aspects tend to be associated with
‘masculine’ qualities being tangible, logical, finite and
understandable. Our emotional and spiritual aspects tend to be
associated with ‘feminine’ qualities being esoteric, nonlinear,
not necessarily understandable or logical, infinite and mystical.
Our Western culture, being patriarchal, has emphasised our
physical and mental aspects to the detriment of our emotional
and spiritual aspects. One of the founders of our culture,
Descartes, proposed that “I think, therefore I am”. His premise
is that our existence has validity because we think. I say: “I
think, therefore I am confused”.
Our physical, mental, emotional and spiritual bodies are not
separate from each other. They are dynamically interwoven.
Think for a moment about how your physical body feels and
the kind of thoughts you have when you are happy compared to
when you are sad. Health studies are showing clear links
between emotional traumas and physical illness. The question
these days is not whether our emotions affect our health, the
question is ‘How much do they affect our health?’.
* During workshops people sometimes ask if ‘feelings’ would be a suitable
word. ‘Feelings’ is a general term that can refer to physical, mental or
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emotional aspects of experiences. For more information on ‘feelings’ see
page 61.

Clearly we are reaching the limits of the bias toward the
physical and mental. Unemployment rages and pollution
threatens our forests, rivers, oceans and our health. The health
care system is labouring under an overload of a burden that
requires more and more money to keep it going; marriage
breakdowns are running at 50 per cent.
Humanity desperately needs to wake up to the neglected
emotional (and spiritual) aspects of being human. We need to
embrace our full nature: physical, mental, emotional and
spiritual. Our physical body, emotional body and soul provide
us with great sources of wisdom, but many of us have come to
rely on only the intelligence accessible through our minds.
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Emotions are Real, Valid and
Important
We live in a culture that tends to deny the reality of our
emotional aspect. This is reflected in the fact that there is no
name for our emotional body. A large number of personal,
social and environmental problems have arisen because
Western culture does not recognise or validate our emotions as
real.
Emotions are often shamed and ridiculed. For example, when
we are sad we are told to ‘grow up’, ‘cheer up’, ‘look on the
bright side’, ‘think of how lucky we are’. Boys are told that
they are ‘sissies’, ‘wimps’, ‘sooks’ or ‘girls’ if they cry. Girls
are told that they are ‘bitches’, ‘nasty’ or ‘unladylike’ if they
express anger. We are told not to be ‘so emotional’, not to be
‘so sensitive’, not to ‘take it personally’, ‘take a broader
perspective’, ‘forgive and forget’ – anything but acknowledge
that we are actually having a real experience called ‘an
emotion’. Unfortunately emotions do not just ‘go away’ if we
deny or ignore them. Instead they cause disruption to our inner
state of well-being and affect our outer actions which in turn
affects others which in turn affects the health of the planet.
Even the so-called ‘New Age’ movement suffers from the lack
of acknowledgment of the role our emotions play in our lives.
In Melbourne we have a major festival each year called ‘The
Mind, Body, and Spirit Festival’. Why is it not called the
‘Mind, Body, Emotion and Spirit Festival’?
During a ‘Breathwork’* session I had in 1992 I suddenly
recognised my emotional body. I realised that this was a major
12
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part of me that I had not known existed before. I raced down to
a large alternative bookstore in the city and
asked for a book on emotions. The woman behind the counter
looked at me strangely, scratched her head and said she didn't
think that she could help me. As we looked through the shelves
on personal transformation we saw plenty of books about how
to use your mind power but nothing on how to use your
emotion power! Only recently have books such as Dr Daniel
Goleman’s Emotional Intelligence - Why it can matter more
than IQ started to appear about our emotions. This is clearly a
pioneering frontier!
Our emotions are real, valid and an important part of being
human. We need to be emotionally proficient if we are to lead
fulfilling lives. Emotional well-being leads to satisfying
relationships, inner happiness, personal power and harmony
with life.

* Breathwork is a form of personal transformation based on
upon a dynamic breathing pattern. The breathing pattern
activates repressed emotion and catalyses its release and
integration.
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Emotions are Energy
Emotions are energies that are
created
With in our bodies in response to
physical experiences we have and
thoughts we think. As energy,
emotions are our source of life
force. They animate us and provide
us with motivation, passion and the
richness in life’s experiences.
Emotions are like electricity. They flow through our bodies like
electricity flows through a wire. You cannot see emotions but
you can feel them. Emotions, like electricity, never stay still.
They are always moving.
The amount of electricity flowing through a light globe
determines how brightly it glows. In a similar way the degree
of openness we have in allowing our emotions to move through
us determines the intensity of aliveness we feel.
Anger, fear, sadness and joy are all different forms of energy.
Different emotions manifest in response to the circumstances
that are being experienced.
For example, in days of old, when a man was threatened with
being attacked fear would be created to heighten his senses and
anger generated to empower him to stand up and defend
himself.
The difference in the way each emotion is expressed is
determined by the way the energy is directed by the
consciousness of the individual.
14
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For example, if the energy of anger is expressed in attacking
and aggressive ways then it is destructive. If anger is expressed
with directness and openness of heart then it can add passion to
a relationship and increase the intensity of love and intimacy.
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Shutting Down Our Life Force
Suppressing Emotion
For most of us, growing up involved learning to shut down the
expression of our emotions. As babies we expressed our
emotions spontaneously, freely and fully. As young children
controlling and suppressing our emotions was often a good
idea: It meant that we were more likely to be acceptable and
less likely to get into trouble. Young children are told to ‘be
quiet’, ‘don't answer back’, ‘not to shout’ and that ‘children
should be seen and not heard’. They get ridiculed and
reprimanded for expressing emotion. When in trouble they dare
not answer back for fear of getting punished more. Eventually
they learn that it is sensible not to express emotions.

This graph indicates the shutting down of the expression of
emotion. It is important to realise that because we did not feel
or express any emotional energy outwardly, it does not mean
that emotional energy was not created. Often as adults we are
not in touch with our emotional aspect. We have difficulty
feeling the full force of emotion that naturally arises in our
lives. Sometimes an event will happen that triggers emotion
that relates to another event that happened a long time ago.
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For instance, when my friend’s kitten died, it triggered in him
an outpouring of unexpressed grief over his fathers death, even
though his father had passed away 8 years earlier.
The dotted line in the graph indicates the actual emotion that is
created, the solid line represents the emotion that is felt and
expressed. As we get older and more suppressed, only a small
proportion of the emotional energy is actually released. The
majority of the energy is stored in reservoirs in our physical
bodies called ‘primal pools of emotion’.
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Primal Pools of Emotions
Once an emotion has been generated within our bodies it will
not go away until we allow it to be felt and expressed. If we
restrict the expression of an emotion, energy will be stored at a
cellular level in our physical body. In this way our bodies act as
containers for unexpressed emotional energy. As we suppress
emotions we build up reservoirs within our bodies. Arthur
Janov, founder of ‘Primal Therapy’, called these reservoirs
‘primal pools’ of emotion.
There are four primal pools of emotion*:
1. Sadness
2. Fear
3. Anger
4. Joy
Repressed
Emotion

Peak
Physical = Disease
Mental
= Insanity
Emotional = Breakdown,
Depression

As we suppress an emotion it gets added to the pool of its type.
For example, as we suppress our anger it gets added to the
reservoir of unexpressed anger that we are carrying around in
our bodies.
*For more variations on these refer to ‘Emotional Thesaurus’
on page 66
18
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There is a definite limit to the amount of emotion that we can
hold within our bodies (and still continue to function) before it
breaks out. It can break out physically, mentally or
emotionally.
Suppressed emotional energy breaks out:
Physically as illness and disease.
Mentally as confusion and mental breakdowns.
Emotionally as arguments, depression and
emotional breakdowns.
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Four Primary Emotions
If you feel fully into any experience you will connect with one
of these four primary emotions (or energy types).
SADNESS (melancholic, gloomy, sorrowful, miserable)
An energy created when there has been either separation or
loss. Releasing sadness allows us to change and grow by
enabling us to let go of the past.
FEAR (scared, anxious, terrified)
An important energy designed to heighten our state of
awareness when we are in a potentially dangerous situation.
ANGER (annoyance, irritation, frustration, stress)
Anger is an energy to empower us to stand up for ourselves
when our boundaries have been violated. The energy of anger
can be expressed ‘open heartedly’ and channeled creatively,
assisting us to come forward, take action and speak our
feelings. Unfortunately most of the energy of anger is
expressed ‘closed heartedly’ in aggressive, abusive and
attacking ways. This is harmful and destructive.
JOY (happy, excited, cheerful, ecstatic)
An uplifting energy that arises when we experience a sense of
connection, beauty, freedom, perfection or abundance in life.
The primary emotions are like primary colors. Some variations
(listed in brackets) are caused because the emotion is partially
resisted and not fully felt. Other variations are created because
we may be feeling a mixture of two emotions together (like
secondary and tertiary colors). For example, jealousy is a
mixture of anger and sadness.
20
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Being human involves feeling sad,
scared, angry and happy.
We can not restrict one emotion and allow another to flow
through us. To restrict an emotion we must restrict the general
flow of energy through us. For example, if we restrict our
expression of anger then we also restrict the amount of joy we
can experience.
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Four Primary States of Being
As well as four primary emotions, there are also four primary
states of being.
LOVE
Arises in a state of openness and expansiveness.
A state of being that arises when there is an openness within
our bodies. The openness could be to feeling ourselves, others,
what we are doing, life etc. To allow ourselves to open requires
a certain level of trust and willingness to feel all of our
emotions equally.
PAIN
Arises in a state of contraction, resistance and holding on.
The experience of pain* is usually created by tensing on
emotions that we think are negative or painful or are afraid to
feel. This state is usually associated with constricted breathing
and muscular tension.
PEACE
Arises in a state of acceptance, surrender or letting go.
A state of being that arises when we stop judging ourselves and
our experiences as good or bad, accept them as they are and
allow the emotions that are created in the present circumstance
to flow freely through us.
BLANK
Arises in a state of detachment or splitting off.
A state of being in which we can not detect any sensations. It is
an extreme form of detachment from the experience we are
having. Blankness is very often precipitated by extreme fear.
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* For more detailed discussion on the nature of pain refer to
page 45
Each state of being relates to a different attitude of our mind,
which then affects the condition of our body. The two basic
questions are:
1. What is our attitude to what is happening? Are we accepting
or rejecting the experience? Do we like it or not?
2. Is our body relaxed and open or tense and closed?
The answers to these questions determine the nature of the
experience – if it is a pleasant or unpleasant experience, if it is
uplifting or depressing.
Each state of being can be associated with any emotion, though
some tend to be more commonly linked together, such as love
and joy, pain and sadness. Love and pain are states of being (of
openness and contraction) and joy and sadness are the emotions
that are present.
The nature of any experience we have is determined by the
unique combination of the emotion and the state of being in
which it occurs.
Emotional energy wants to pass through our physical body.
Our attitude affects the condition of our body. The condition of
our body affects our state of being. Our state of being affects
the way an emotion is experienced. For instance, when sadness
is openly accepted and allowed to flow through us the
experience is often of peace and love. If on the other hand,
sadness is seen as bad and is resisted it will usually be
experienced as pain or hurt.
Keys to Emotional Mastery
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In Summary:
If you want to feel Fully Alive:
Stay in touch with your physical body
(don't detach).
If you want to feel Love:
Keep yourself as open as you can in any experience.
If you want to be at Peace:
Accept all your experiences as OK and allow
yourself to ‘be’ with them.
If you want to Release Pain:
Focus on releasing tension from your body and
letting go into the experience you are having.
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Suppressing Emotion
Suppressing emotion has survival value, in that it allows us to
continue to function whilst carrying unexpressed emotional
energy in our bodies.
Since emotions are energy, and energy is always moving, it is
natural for emotion to be expressed. If we want to suppress an
emotion then we have to actively do so. We develop techniques
to hold the energy within our system.
The three major ways that we keep ourselves in suppression are
Detachment, Distraction and Mood altering.
1. Detach: We leave physically, mentally or emotionally.
Physically:
Walk out, Stop breathing, Stiffen our body
Mentally:
Sleep, Day dream, Fantasise, Meditate,
Leave our body, Ignore, Deny,
Philosophise: e.g. ‘that’s life’, ‘shit happens’,
Develop so called ‘spiritual beliefs’ e.g.
‘anger is not spiritual’, ‘rise above it’
Emotionally: Pull back emotion (known as ‘giving the cold
shoulder’)
2. Distract: We focus our minds on ‘other things’.
Being busy
Focusing on others,
Changing the subject
Being ‘over compassionate’
Rushing, going fast
Talking
Work
Reading
Sport
Romance
Television
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3. Mood alter: We do things to raise or lower our energy
levels.
Drinking alcohol, sugary drinks - Coke etc.
Smoking
Drinking caffeine drinks - tea, coffee etc.
Taking drugs, including ‘medications’
Eating, especially sweet or fatty foods; chocolate,
ice-cream, biscuits etc.
Having sex, masturbating
Creating dramas in life - arguments, failures
Scaring oneself; adventure rides, driving fast
Having ‘co-dependant’ relationships
NOTE: These behaviours are not necessarily ‘bad’, it is only
when we do them to suppress emotions that they may become
destructive in our lives.
Addictions form as we become reliant on these suppressive
behaviours to maintain our inner sense of control, familiarity,
comfort and stability.
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The Emotional Pressure Cooker
(So far in summary...)

1. Our bodies are like containers , acting as
storehouses for unexpressed emotional energy. There are
four ‘primal pools’ of emotion: sadness, fear, anger and
joy.
For example, when we feel annoyed about things and
don't express the annoyance we add energy to our primal
pool of anger.

2. Suppressing emotions is like putting a lid
on the container.
We suppress our emotions because we believe that:
“expressing emotion is dangerous”. We suppress them by
detaching – we leave physically, mentally or emotionally,
distracting ourselves – we focus our minds on ‘other
things’, or by mood altering – we do things that are going
to raise or lower our energy levels.
As time goes by the container fills up with energy. As
more experiences happen that annoy, irritate or frustrate
us, our pool of suppressed anger grows.

3. With a lid on it, the container starts to act
like a pressure cooker.
As the container starts to fill up with energy pressure
starts to build from within. A little steam escapes ...
We make cynical, critical, mean and sarcastic comments.
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$$$ The Price We Pay $$$
Shutting down our emotions often enables us to survive and to
continue to function but it is important to realise that it has an
effect on almost every aspect of our lives. Some specific effects
of shutting down our emotions are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Loss of energy – feelings of tiredness and fatigue.
Diminished quality of life.
Low self-esteem.
Loss of inner wisdom and guidance.
Pain, inner turmoil – loss of inner peace.
Relationship breakdowns and diminished capacity
for intimacy.
Poor health – disease.
Diminished concentration span.
Physical discomfort and stiffness.
Violence and abuse.

1. Loss of energy – feelings of tiredness and fatigue.
As previously stated, emotions are energy. When we shut down
our emotional expression we restrict the capacity for emotional
energy to flow through us. Imagine a garden hose with water
flowing through it. As you squeeze the hose, the flow of water
slows. In a similar way as we contract and brace our physical
bodies we restrict the flow of emotional energy through them.
This is experienced as physical tiredness, discomfort and
stiffness. It can also be accompanied by feelings of ‘lostness’,
emptiness or heaviness.
Furthermore, holding emotional energy in suppression is tiring.
Emotional energy is always moving, it wants to be released, it
Keys to Emotional Mastery
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wants to burst out. To suppress this energy we need to hold our
bodies in control. This holding ourselves in control uses up a
lot of our energy. Most of us have been gradually holding more
and more energy in control and have not realised how much of
our energy is spent keeping it all together, we just feel tired.
Dr Jo Horwood MB BS, a General Practitioner who attended a
Passionately Alive Intensive, wrote the following Article:
‘My observations of people who are finding life heavy going is
that often much of their daily energy is spent in suppressing
emotions that they cannot find a way to safely express. For
example, the anger of past abuse; the deep sorrow of a child's
death; the fear of the unknown future.
Some workers have estimated that as much as 75–80
per cent of our available energy in one day may be used to
suppress our feelings, leaving only a small fraction with which
to live and create. If this is true, is it any wonder that in a
number of surveys, "tiredness" is the most common symptom
that people report as the reason they consult their doctor?
I believe that the emotional suppression that we all
experience is the single most important issue that blunts our
experience of our fully realised, vibrant well-being. ‘
Our bodies are channels for life force to flow through. Years of
emotional suppression leads to the flow of energy in our bodies
becoming clogged and blocked. This is much like a pipe that
has become clogged with dirt and rust over the years, greatly
impeding the flow of water through it.
When we reopen the expression of emotion it is like blasting
the old rusty pipe out. At first the water is very dirty. As it
continues to flow, it gradually becomes clearer and flows more
30
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easily. As we begin to express old, suppressed emotions a lot of
unresolved sadness, anger and fear comes out.
Gradually more and more joy, peace and love are experienced.
This process reopens the avenues in our bodies for the smooth
expression of emotional energy. Allowing energy to flow
through us lights up our whole being. We also gain access to
the energy that we were using previously to hold the emotions
in suppression. Consequently we experience renewed vitality
and feelings of aliveness, passion and excitement for life.
2. Diminished quality of life.
Carl Jung said: ‘All addictions are substitutes for genuine
feelings’. It has been stated previously that emotions are energy
or life force: they provide the passion, richness and color in
life.
You cannot restrict some emotions and allow others. When we
close down on an emotion we are actually closing down our
connection to our feelings. We thus diminish our ability to feel
all of our emotions.
Usually we suppress anger, fear and sadness. As we do this we
also lose touch with the experience of joy, peace and love. It is
not possible to only feel happy and never feel sad. Some people
put on an outer appearance of happiness. If they are not willing
to also feel their sadness, then their happiness will not be truly
heart felt.
What is important here is our state of openness. Openness to
allowing ourselves to feel. Openness to allowing emotional
energy to flow freely through us. We are either open to
experiencing this entire palette of human emotions or we are
Keys to Emotional Mastery
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closed down. It is only by allowing ourselves to feel all our
emotions that we can experience a rich and satisfying life.
3. Low self-esteem.
Our hearts have long been recognised as the symbolic centre of
both emotional wellbeing and love. As we shut down our
emotional aspect we also lose the experience of self-love.
Detaching from our feelings causes us to lose touch with our
inner strength and feelings of self-confidence.
For many of us, growing up involved being taught to restrict
the free expression of our feelings. As previously stated, we are
taught that to express anger, fear and sadness is not OK. That
the full unrestricted expression of ourselves is not acceptable.
We unconsciously learn from this judgment that we are not
worthy of being loved exactly as we are.
Sometimes people cannot recognise when they have the right to
feel angry, even when they are being abused. They allow
people to take them for granted and to walk all over them.
These people have usually been trained to believe that they are
wrong or bad and have no right to complain.
When we do not stand up for ourselves, we are effectively
abandoning and dishonoring ourselves. Furthermore, the anger
that is not expressed outwardly goes inside and festers,
manifesting as self criticism. This in turn creates feelings of
worthlessness and self-hatred.
Conversely when we stand up for ourselves by expressing the
energy of anger in non-aggressive and non-destructive ways,
we maintain personal integrity and honour ourselves. This
builds a greater sense of self-esteem, self-respect and self-love.
32
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4. Loss of inner wisdom and guidance.
As we disconnect from our emotions we lose touch with our
inner truth, our sense of what is right for us. The Egyptians
believed that the seat of the mind was located in the heart. Our
heart is the centre of our intuitive wisdom and can give us
subtle messages to guide us. For example, we have all had
experiences of having a feeling about something or someone
that we couldn't quite put in to words and yet we knew it to be
true.
One of the primary roles of our emotions is to move us into
taking action in response to our situation. Primitive humans
used their emotions to survive. Imagine for example that a tiger
is approaching. A man sees the tiger, his fear kicks in and he
uses the energy of his fear to high tail it out of there.
Children know exactly what they want. They have immediate
access to their feelings and they have no difficulty making
decisions. The number of adults that I see in my practice that
do not know what they want to do with their lives is a sad
testimony to the detrimental effects of losing touch with our
emotional aspect. As people reconnect with their emotions they
regain an important avenue for discovering their truth and gain
energy to assist them in taking action.
Emotions tell us what is important. When we feel strong
emotional ‘charge’ in response to a situation we know that
there is something here that is important to us. An example of
this is when people feel strong anger when they see a social
injustice occurring. The emotional energy of anger informs us
that what is happening is important to our sense of values.
Ideally we channel the energy of anger into a constructive
behaviour that can assist in correcting the injustice, such as
Keys to Emotional Mastery
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coming forward, standing up and attending a rally to bring
attention to the situation that needs to change.
5. Pain, inner turmoil – loss of inner peace.
We now know that unexpressed emotional energy stays within
our bodies. Because energy never stays still, the repressed
energy puts our system in a state of agitation. This creates
feelings of stress, anxiety, frustration, confusion and irritability.
Many people try to ‘calm’ this energy down with medication or
meditation. These are at best only temporary, ‘quick fix’
solutions, because they do not address the underlying cause of
the agitation. Not surprisingly the agitation usually reappears
after the treatments cease.
Pain is caused by resisting the natural flow of life*.
Resisting the flow of emotional energy changes the way the
emotion is experienced. Instead of a free flow of energy
through us, our emotions feel coarse or rough and are
experienced as discomfort and pain. Many people then think
that emotions are unpleasant things that are best avoided if
possible.
Suppressing emotion causes us to endure suffering. As we
restrict our capacity to express emotion we not only increase
the discomfort of being emotional but also increase the time it
takes for us to release the energy from our bodies. Babies go
from screaming rage to joyous giggling in a matter of seconds,
but as adults it often takes days, weeks and years to move
through traumatic emotional experiences. What this means is
that as adults we often linger in emotional ‘backwaters’ for a
lot longer than we need to.
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* See the section ‘Contraction, Pain and Suffering’ on page 45
6. Relationship breakdowns and diminished capacity for
intimacy.
Truly fulfilling relationships arise from a meeting of our
physical, mental and emotional aspects. We talk about the heart
as the symbolic centre of emotions and love. When love ends
we talk about feeling broken-hearted.
Most of us have shut down our emotional expression in
relationships because we have been hurt in the past and we fear
getting hurt again. This guardedness creates distance between
each other, diminishing intimacy. The sad thing is that as we
move through our lives and inevitably experience hurt we
continue to close our hearts more and more. This leads to less
and less aliveness and vitality both within ourselves and also
within our relationships. The solution to this dilemma lies in
realising that the problem is not that we get hurt, but that we
are unable to heal the hurts we already have!
What happens when children fall over? Usually they cry for a
while. Then they get up and get going again as though nothing
ever happened. As adults when we ‘fall over’ in life and feel
hurt we tend to pull back inside ourselves, to contract. We
brace ourselves and in so doing we hold on to the pain. We
then get scared of getting hurt again and so we avoid situations
where there is a risk of falling over again.
We think that we are afraid of getting hurt again, but what we
really fear is feeling the pain that we have contracted upon that
is already within us from past falls. We avoid opening
ourselves to our partners because we are afraid of being
rejected. Because we are unable to grieve our hurts as we go,
most of us go through life closing down our hearts and
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therefore become more and more separate from ourselves and
each other.
To heal we need to feel and express the emotions that we are
carrying – the sadness, the anger and the fear. We need to
relearn how to grieve and release our pain so that we can move
forward in life, with open hearts and into ever deepening
experiences of intimacy and love.
Much of the pain that is created within relationships is created
because we do not express our emotions to our partners openly,
vulnerably, directly and immediately. Though for many this
may sound like the scariest thing to do, it is the most loving
and least harmful way of relating. Not expressing our feelings
to each other often avoids short-term pain but inevitably leads
to deeper hurt being created later.
Not expressing our feelings separates us from each other. To
withhold any emotion from another person we must close
ourselves off from them. If we were completely open with
them the emotion would come out. They may experience this
separation as coldness, aloofness and abandonment. Also, since
emotions are real they do not just go away because we deny
them.
Suppressed emotional energy (particularly anger) comes out
sideways in the form of sarcasm, mean comments,
complaining, nagging, unhappiness etc. All of these things,
though they are subtle, tend to hurt those close to us more than
if we just came straight out and said what we are feeling. They
undermine the level of safety and trust in relationships by
encouraging guardedness and distancing from each other.
When we open our hearts we create a potent field for the
creation of loving relationships. To create deep, open and
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fulfilling relationships we need to learn to express our emotions
in loving ways. We then have a powerful way to build bridges
across the shores of our hearts and souls.
10
7. Poor health – disease.
Many diseases are simply the physical manifestation of blocked
emotional energy. Unexpressed emotional energy stays within
our bodies. This ‘rogue’ energy reeks havoc on our immune
system by upsetting our inner balance. In his book Primal
Therapy - 20 years on Arthur Janov reports that people who
participate in regular emotional clearing work experience
dramatic changes in their physiology. The results of his studies
included reports of lower basal heart rate, normalised blood
pressure and lower core body temperature.
Studies have shown that a significant proportion of people who
develop cancer suffered an emotionally traumatic experience
within the preceding year.
I regularly work with people who suffer from severe medical
conditions and who experience profound shifts in their level of
well-being after expressing blocked emotional energy. Quite
often we discover that underlying a physical illness is an
emotion that has not been recognised and allowed to be
released.
I have found that emotional releases have assisted in the
healing of such illnesses as: headaches, migraines, ‘phantom’
physical pains (often in the chest or stomach), depressed
immune system functioning, sleeplessness, palpitations, itchy
skin, stomach and bowel troubles, disturbed vision,
menopausal symptoms and chronic depression.
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8. Diminished concentration span.
One of the side effects of shutting down our emotions is that
we become less able to concentrate. There are two major
reasons for this. Firstly, the build up of emotional energy in our
bodies creates restlessness. Thus making it difficult for us to sit
still and to focus on what is happening around us. Secondly, a
common way of holding our emotions at bay is to split off from
what is presently happening in our bodies. This lack of
‘presence’ makes it difficult to focus on what is happening in
the here and now.
I have found that many people who curse themselves as being
‘silly’ or stupid’ are actually very intelligent people. When they
make a mistake they are actually not fully present, they are
thinking about something else. Their mistakes have nothing to
do with a lack of intelligence, but rather a lack of presence.
A friend of mine cut the end of his finger off whilst cutting
material with dressmaker’s electric knife. He had been working
as a dressmaker for years, but on this particular day he was
feeling upset by family matters and was not concentrating on
what he was doing.
I think that it is an outrage that so many children are labeled as
having ‘Attention Deficit Syndrome’ and given drugs to
‘normalise’ their behavior. This is a very sad testimony of our
Western medical systems inability to recognise and respond to
the underlying emotions that are causing a child to have
difficulty focusing his or her attention in the present.
Unexpressed emotion causes physical restlessness and
distraction!
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The standard solution of drugging our children out of their
natural state only exacerbates the underlying issue – the
suppression of emotion.

9. Physical discomfort and stiffness.
A common way of suppressing emotion is by stiffening our
physical body. Think for a moment what you do when you are
in a scary situation. Most people restrict their breathing and
become physically rigid. Over years, this physical contraction
on our emotions leads to a loss of flexibility and to physical
stiffness manifesting in our bodies.
As we release energetic blockages from our bodies we
automatically find that we become more flexible and
comfortable in our ‘own skins’.
10. Violence and abuse.
Most people would say that anger is the cause of most violence.
However it is the suppression of anger is the true cause of
violence.
Anger is a powerful energy that is designed to assist us in
asserting ourselves when our boundaries have been violated in
some way. As we suppress our anger it builds up within us.
Eventually it builds up like steam in a pressure cooker. At some
point the pressure is too great to hold inside and it explodes.
When it explodes like this we can find ourselves out of control.
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In this extreme state of volatility we say and do things that we
would not normally do, including being violent. Unfortunately
we live in a culture that looks unfavorably on the expression of
anger. This tends to encourage us to hold it inside until it builds
up and bursts out inappropriately. This then confirms our belief
that it is a nasty and dangerous emotion.
There is no excuse or justification for being physically,
mentally or emotionally violent. Nobody likes to be violent.
Violence is a sad testimony to the difficulty that we as human
beings have to find and live love.
We need to learn safe and creative ways to harness the
powerful energy that is anger. As we learn to do this we greatly
reduce the hurt that we inflict on others, especially those we
love.
The energy of anger can make a bridge between two people.
For this to happen though, it must not be expressed with blame,
criticisms, accusations or abusiveness. Instead, for love to
flourish anger must be expressed with love, responsibility and
vulnerability.
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Choosing Life or Death
There are no accidents. Each experience has been presented (in
what we call ‘the present’ – as a gift) as an opportunity to
journey toward wholeness. It is an opportunity to release
ourselves from the bondage of suppressed emotional energies.
These energies are stored in our bodies from past experiences
when the full intensity of emotion was not expressed.
Express emotion:
Expanding
Heart opening
Joy
Aliveness
X

Express
Express

X
Withhold
Express

Repress emotion:
Contracting
Heart closing
Depression

Withhold

X
Withhold

Every time that we have an experience we create emotion
(represented by the ‘X’ in the diagram). At each moment we
either express or withhold the emotional energy.
If we choose to withhold the emotion then it remains
incomplete within our psyche. This unexpressed energy weighs
us down, keeps us feeling separate and prevents us from
experiencing oneness with life.
On the other hand, if we choose to allow ourselves to feel and
express what we are experiencing, we open our hearts and
move toward greater connection with our sense of who we are,
fully alive states of being and the experience of God-union.
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We need to develop our emotional skills and to have times and
places where we can allow pent up emotions to be released. I
am not inferring that we should just let fly with whatever we
are feeling when we are feeling it. Our emotions are a very
powerful source of energy and we need to learn how to manage
such power wisely. We are constantly making choices to either
come alive by feeling and expressing our emotions or
deadening ourselves by withholding them
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Karma and Life
At the deepest level we all long to reunite with the oneness of
life. As we shut down ourselves by withholding the expression
of emotional energy we become more separate from our true
self and from life. This energy is stored in our physical bodies
at a cellular level. The stored energy forms our ‘karma’ – the
reservoir of unresolved experiences from our past.

Birth

2yrs 5yrs

13yrs

17yrs

25yrs

Time

We unconsciously create recurring experiences that will
generate the same emotional experience over and over
again. We do this to give ourselves the opportunity to feel
and express the suppressed energy that we are carrying and
thereby release our karma.
For example, lets say at birth, John was immediately taken
away from his mum and put in the nursery. In the nursery he
felt abandonment sadness.
This feeling of abandonment also appeared at 2 years of age
when his mum went shopping and left him in the car. Again at
5 he felt the same feeling when on his first day of school he
was left by his mum again. At 13 his friends in the playground
tell him they don't want anything to do with him. At 17 his
childhood sweet-heart tells him she is going out with another
guy. At 25 he meets a beautiful woman and tries to hang on to
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her, she feels stifled and pulls back and again he feels his
abandonment sadness.
Each of these experiences is an opportunity for John to release
some of the abandonment sadness that he holds in his primal
pool of sadness. The healing paradox is that as he grieves for
each loss he reunites with his experience of love, thereby
reclaiming his feelings of wholeness.
Unfortunately most of us do not know how to release our
emotions safely and so we do not allow the full release of the
emotional energy that is created in our everyday lives. In this
way we continue to add to the primal pool of karmic energy we
are carrying.
.
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Opening Up the Flow of Life
Force
A large part of healing simply involves learning to allow stored
emotional energy that has been created in our lives to be
expressed. To do this we need to stop the behaviors that
suppress emotions and start feeling our emotions.
This process is one of ‘defrosting’ our somewhat ‘frozen’
emotional body. It often involves letting go of a lot of shame
that we have about being emotional. It is a process of opening
our hearts, deepening our awareness of what we are feeling and
learning to express our inner feelings more directly.

During my first 28 years I had been gradually shutting down
my emotions. Over the last 9 years I have been reversing this
trend. I stopped crying for about 15 years because of my
masculine shame around letting my grief be seen. Gradually I
have relearnt that it is OK to cry. I am now able to cry when I
feel sad and I even enjoy going to the movies and having a
good cry.
I have also regained my ability to express my anger openly and
directly. This has been a tremendous source of renewal and
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empowerment. It has assisted me in standing up for my truth
and has added passion to my life, especially my relationships.
I have also learnt to allow myself to feel my fear without
getting freaked out. I have found this particularly empowering
when it comes to doing something that I know is for my good
but which I am afraid of. As I recognise my fear as an energy I
am freer to move forward in fear instead of freezing in it. As I
have reclaimed my sadness, anger and fear I have found that
my sense of joy has also increased. I now dance a lot, sing a lot
and laugh more freely.
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Emotional Mastery

Part 2: Articles

The following pages contain a collection of articles to assist
you in developing your level of Emotional Mastery.
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Love =
2BU
Love is a state of being in
which the usual experience
of separation is transcended
and in its place arises an
experience of oneness.
At the foundation of love is the honouring of individual truth.
The most loving thing that you can do for someone is to be you
and to encourage them to be them. Live your truth, tell them
with an open heart what you think and feel and in turn receive,
respect and respond to how they feel.
Real love is soul connection. It arises when we nakedly expose
all that we are: when we come together, lucidly present with
our deepest fears, hurts and longings, in a climate of open
embrace of all that we are; when we commit to a journey of
sharing, receiving and responding to the passionate and subtle
aspects of heart-felt emotion; when we include the openhearted and non-attacking expression of anger and sadness.
Being nice to someone is not loving them. Mostly we are nice
to each other because we are protecting our own arse. We say
“Oh, I don't want to hurt them by telling the truth”. What we
are actually afraid of is what will happen to us if we are
truthful. We fear rejection, anger and real engagement with
each other.
When we withhold our truth we betray ourselves and lose our
sense of integrity. By not standing in our truth we reject
ourselves. This creates feelings of worthlessness and self48
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hatred. Withholding is dishonest. It robs us of the chance of
really meeting. Really ‘being’ in love.
Most of us were conditionally accepted whilst growing up. We
were required to be a certain way, to ‘fit in’. As children we
may have been reprimanded for speaking freely, for saying
something like ‘aunty Molly has lots of wrinkles’, or we might
have been told that we were naughty for being emotionally
expressive – for shouting when we were angry, crying when we
were sad, or for laughing freely when we were happy.
Conditional acceptance is never satisfying. If I accept you
because you behave in a certain way then I am putting
conditions on you. This is not a loving thing to do and never
gives satisfactory results. If you conform to my desired code of
behavior and you get my acceptance then you still know inside
that all of you is not OK. As long as you keep the parts of you
that are unacceptable under control then you will be accepted.
Most of us have given up on finding real love and are now
seeking unconditional acceptance.
Unconditional acceptance is not the same as unconditional
love. It rates a very poor second place to unconditional love.
Unconditional love is a state of being that arises out of a deep
meeting when we are willing to be fully responsible and open
with each other, willing to embrace all that we are: our anger,
sadness, fear and joy. Unconditional acceptance is a function of
the intellect in which we agree to tolerate each others
differences. This is close to apathy and is emotionally
detached. Unconditional acceptance rarely creates real meeting,
real love.
Unconditional acceptance is a license for irresponsibility,
neglect and detachment: ‘They can behave however they like
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and we won't complain.’ When we suppress our true feelings
because we think that we should be unconditionally accepting
we rob the other person of the chance of really meeting us.
Not accepting others does not mean that we wish to put
conditions on them or that we wish to attempt to control them
or that we try to change them. It means that we stand in our
truth and invite them to stand in theirs equally. In this way we
are both invited into the fullness of our being.
If we feel sad, scared or angry about something someone has
done, then the loving thing to do would be to express our
feelings directly to them: expressing ourselves not with
aggression or attack, but with sensitivity, responsibility,
vulnerability and honesty; allowing ourselves to be openly
expressive from deep within our being, without blame,
judgment, accusation or shame. For most of us this is not easily
done but not expressing ourselves openly (under the guise of
‘unconditional acceptance’) leads to the creation of resentment,
separation and distancing from each other, and a diminishment
of love.
Real love can be gutsy, passionate, fiery and honest as well as
gentle, tender, joyous and peaceful. It is an intensity of
experience where people connect in the furnace of absolute
open expression of their truth.
Love as a state of being is not something that is going to last
forever without needing any attention. Loving relationships are
living organisms, to grow they need the constant nurturing and
feeding provided by open-hearted, honest sharing of all our
feelings.
For love to grow we need to create environments of trust in
which we feel safe enough to stop running away from our
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darker sides, a space to bring our woundedness out of the closet
so that it can be breathed into and healed. We need to gather
together people who are prepared to stick around, receive and
respond to our wildest rage, our deepest pain and our most
terrorising fears with open-hearted honesty and frankness:
people who are willing to be fully present with each others
woundedness and accept feelings without wanting to take them
away, fix them or console them. This allows us to move
through (not around) our feelings and into deep states of loving
connection and soul nurturing.
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Contraction, Pain and Suffering
Pain tends to be sharp, acute and in the present moment.
Suffering tends to be more about enduring pain over a longer
period. All pain is felt in the physical body. Pain is a message
that something needs attention and usually that something
needs to change. Our cultural habit is to suppress pain by
taking painkillers!
Commonly we think that pain is something that happens to us.
That it strikes us. That somebody ‘hurt’ us. But contrary to this
opinion I believe that pain is something that we create within
ourselves. Pain is created by contracting, flinching, bracing,
stiffening or resisting our experience.
PAIN IS CAUSED BY CONTRACTING
Whatever we resist will become painful. As long as we
suppress emotion, stay in an unhappy job, relationship or
environment, we will experience more and more pain.
Emotions are not painful unless we resist or contract on them.
Dr Ainslie Meares proved that if you could remain relaxed then
the experience of pain was greatly reduced or not experienced
at all. He would teach people to relax and, as they were doing
so, he would insert a needle into their arm. Usually they would
be totally unaware of this until they opened their eyes and saw
the needle sticking out of their arm. He would also use his
relaxation techniques to enable him to have major dental work
done without the need for anaesthetics.
We live in a culture where it is common to blame other people
for hurting our feelings. When we feel hurt (rather than sad,
angry or afraid) in response to what someone has said, it is
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because we have contracted on the emotions that have arisen.
Our contractions are usually lightning fast and triggered
unconsciously.
For example, lets say I feel rejected because someone doesn't
want to be with me. Their decision brings up sadness, touching
my emptiness and aloneness. If I do not want to feel and
express my sadness because I am ashamed of being a man who
is crying, I contract and form an emotional ‘knot’, which is
experienced as ‘pain’. The sadness has turned to ‘hurt’. It
seems as if they ‘hurt me’ because I felt pain when they said
they didn't want to be with me. I blame and inappropriately get
angry at them.
The fact is:
We created the pain by contracting on our sadness.
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Judgments
“Out beyond our ideas of right doing and wrong doing is a
field. I'll meet you there.”
Rumi
In this quote I am referring to that aspect of judging that
divides life into opposites. I am not talking about judgments in
the sense of making decisions involving discernments between
multiple options.
Judgments separate the world (thoughts, actions, emotions and
body) into:
positive
negative
good
bad
right
wrong
holy
evil
There are two main aspects involved in the act of making
judgments:
1. Generalisation: the grouping together of the experience with
others that we decide are similar.
2. Categorisation: the decision as to whether this is a positive
or negative experience.

Judgments are illusions.
Nothing is good and nothing is bad.
Judgments are illusions. The act of making judgments is an
intellectual process. The division, generalisation and
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categorisation of experiences into opposing polarities is
something that occurs in our brains, it is not a part of the
external world. We put judgments onto our experiences: the
judgment that what we think, say, do, and how we feel, look,
talk, walk, sing ... is good or bad, right or wrong and positive or
negative.
Imagine that outside the temperature is 40 degrees Celsius,
there are no clouds, it's humid, and there is a warm wind
blowing. Imagine that you are a truck driver, driving in the city
stuck in a traffic jam, the air conditioning has broken down and
your truck looks as if it's about to overheat, you'd probably
think 'this is a bad day'. Now imagine the same weather but this
time you are on holidays sitting on the beach under an umbrella
sipping on a cool drink, going for occasional dips in the clear
blue ocean, you'd probably think 'this is a good day!'.
Notice that the weather for both situations is the same and yet
the judgments we'd likely make about the day are the opposite.
The fact is that it is not a good day or a bad day, it's just a day
and it is our intellectual imposition (or judgment) that we put
upon it that makes it good or bad.
There are no good or bad, positive or negative emotions. As
mentioned earlier, all emotions are energy. As children we
learn that some emotions are more acceptable than others.
Typically anger, sadness and fear are considered undesirable,
and we learn to judge them as bad or negative and joy, peace
and love as positive. Consequently we often describe
experiences that involve either fear, anger or sadness as bad or
negative experiences.
When people tell me that they have had a ‘bad’ day, I make a
point of asking them about what actually happened and how
they felt. Very often they tell me that what happened had lead
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them to feel either scared (fearful), frustrated (angry) or sad.
There are no good or bad experiences, only experiences that
generate different emotions. Each experience is an opportunity
to open our hearts and feel and release some of our karma and
come more alive.
The act of judging has three major consequences. Firstly, it is
the origin of much of the pain and suffering in our lives.
Generally, we do not like that which we judge to be bad or
negative and so we tend to resist feeling the emotions involved
in these experiences. As discussed in the previous section on
pain and suffering, when we resist an experience we tend to
contract physically and this contracted state of being changes
the way the emotion is experienced – usually making it painful.
If we did not judge our experiences we would not want to resist
them and therefore they would not be painful. The letting go of
judgments is a way of increasing the joy in our lives.
Secondly, judgments cause the loss of inner peace. Judging
things as positive is as destructive to our wholeness as is
making them negative because both are ways of seeing the
world as essentially fragmented – splitting our experiences and
awareness into two opposing sides. Having two opposing sides
is a prerequisite for war. Indeed, living in judgment creates
conflicts within our bodies and is a major cause for the loss of
inner peace.
Thirdly, judging causes a fracturing of life and prevents us
from experiencing the fundamental unity of all things.
One of the major goals in healing is the reunification of our
being, the making whole of what has been fragmented. We are
not going to feel whole and complete if we continue to separate
and divide up our reality.
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Imposing judgments onto reality leads us to lose touch with the
experience of the nature of life, which is that it just 'IS' –
experience beyond judgments, beyond the intellect. When we
are judging an experience we are no longer having the
experience. We are separating from the experience in order to
think about it.
There are no good or bad emotions. When you get right into it
you find that there is not even any separation between them.
They are all interconnected. Usually one emotion will lead
naturally into another. For example, the expression of anger
when fully surrendered to will usually lead into the expression
of sadness, which when fully surrendered to will lead to the
expression of joy. When you really open up to experiencing
them you discover that there is very little difference between
the way they are experienced. They can all be experienced as
energy moving through our physical bodies.
For me, spiritual experiences are those rare moments when I
experience a sense of oneness. Be it within myself, with the
universe or with other people. When I feel this deep connection
I call it LOVE. This may occur when I sense beauty beyond
description in a sunset, in a friend’s smile or in a moment of
sexual ecstasy.
The question is: 'Can we stand outside judgment?'. Can we
allow ourselves to be with an experience without pigeon-holing
into good or bad? Can we accept that violence, abuse, divorce,
abortion, apartheid, racism, guilt, pain, suffering, fear, anger
and sadness are not bad? That virginity, fidelity, honesty,
respect, marriage, innocence, pleasure, peace, joy and love are
not good, that all are experiences in life?
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The alternative to judging is to allow ourselves to feel our
responses fully, to just ‘be’ in the present moment, to take it
personally, to empathise with it, to allow ourselves to
experience life fully. Being willing to open our hearts and feel
the frustrations and struggle of being human, the fear of finding
and expressing ourselves, the sadness of hurting each other and
not living in love...
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Shame
Shame is a highly prevalent and destructive epidemic that is
reeking havoc on our emotional aliveness. Much of the damage
it reeks is due to the fact that it is so difficult to recognise. Like
some intestinal worm, it eats away at our emotional well-being
without us being aware that it even exists. Once we are infected
by shame it is highly contagious. Unconsciously we tend to
pass the shame we have received on to others.
Shame is about being exposed in public as bad, wrong or
inadequate. A common place that we experience shame is at
school, in the classroom when the teacher ridicules, puts us
down, or dismisses us in front of the class. Making a child sit in
the corner in front of the class is an attempt to diminish a
child's free spirit by making them feel ashamed of themselves.
A teacher’s sarcastic comments and the accompanying laughter
of the class at a student is another way of humiliating a child
using shame.
Shaming is a powerful way to control others because it creates
in them states of confusion and they usually have difficulty
responding.
Recognising the experience of shame
The ‘public exposure’ aspect of shame creates selfconsciousness and embarrassment. When we feel ashamed our
energy is externalised. We focus our attention on how we are
appearing to others and become afraid of what other people are
thinking about us. Our energy comes to the surface of our
bodies, we feel hot and become flushed, especially in the face.
This is also accompanied by a stiffening or freezing of the
torso, increased heart rate and sometimes a loosening of the
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limbs. This gives an outer appearance of relaxation whilst the
inner experience is one of tension. With our energy shifted to
our perimeter we often become dazed, bewildered, confused
and may even feel dizzy.
In this state it is hard to function and we often make mistakes,
such as stuttering, speaking incoherently or becoming clumsy,
tripping over a rug or spilling something. These experiences
usually increase the shame we feel.
Shame has layers of emotions
Feeling ashamed is a state of being that involves several
different emotions associated with it. Often when we have been
shamed by someone we initially experience blankness. In this
state we have contracted and frozen our bodies and are unable
to think or feel. This is experienced as a collapse of our being
into non-existence.
Under the blankness there is usually a lot of fear. Fear of what
others are thinking, fear of looking silly, fear of being punished
and fear of being incapable of defending ourselves. We go
blank because we contract upon the fear.
Under the fear is sadness. When we have been shamed it
triggers a belief that we are wrong, bad, flawed or invalid. As
previously mentioned, sadness is an emotion of loss. The loss
here is the loss of our experience of perfection and innocence.
Under the sadness is anger. Anger is an emotion designed to
empower us to stand up for ourselves. The truth of our being is
that we do exist and that we do deserve to be respected and
honoured. When our existence is being threatened (even our
emotional existence), it is natural for us to feel angry.
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Under our anger is joy. As we stand up for ourselves we
strengthen our sense of worthiness, ability to love and be loved,
and our inner beauty. The act of expressing our fear, sadness
and anger opens our hearts and allows us to feel more whole,
joyous and alive.
Most of us are unable to go through these levels of emotion.
Firstly, because we do not recognise that we are being shamed.
Secondly, because we get stuck when we freeze on our
emotions, and thirdly, because we have accepted (usually
unconsciously) the idea that there is actually something wrong,
bad or inadequate about us. When we are wrong, we have no
rights. From this position we cannot stand up for ourselves.
Shame is the most common reason for the freezing of our
emotions and the loss of full aliveness. Emotionally speaking,
we are all in varying degrees of ‘frozenness’. Healing involves
thawing out our emotions. Thus de-shaming ourselves is of
vital importance in this process. At the end of this section there
are suggestions to assist you in de-shaming yourself. One of the
first is to understand shame so that we can begin to recognise
when we are being shamed and when we are feeling ashamed.
Shaming
Many religions create shame by teaching us that we are
essentially flawed. In my Catholic education I was taught to see
human personality as intrinsically flawed – that humanity fell
from grace into original sin when Adam and Eve ate the apple
from the tree of knowledge.
We feel invalidated when we have been diminished or not
respected, when our truth has not been honored. As children
we may have been told that we are wrong, bad, naughty, or not
good enough (usually when we were expressing our anger). We
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may have been treated as insignificant by not being listened to
or by not having our opinions and feelings taken seriously,
respected and validated.
For example, if a child who is feeling lonely and can't get
attention has a tantrum, a common response by parents is to
ignore, punish or make fun of him or her by laughing at him or
her. You may hear the parent dismiss their feelings by saying
‘You only want attention’. The point here is not whether the
child should be given more attention. The point here is that the
child is feeling angry and needs to have his or her feelings
respected by being taken seriously, acknowledged and
responded to with compassion.
Shaming often comes from a lack of compassion, from a closed
heart and lacking empathy. The person doing the shaming may
be angry, e.g. ‘Who do you think you are?’, or out of touch
with their own feelings, e.g. ‘You shouldn't feel like that’, or
carrying a lot of shame themselves and is subconsciously
passing it on, e.g. ‘No, not you! Surely you're not upset! You
just have to be stronger!’.
Common ways of shaming
Shaming words:
stupid silly
ugly evil

idiot bad wrong
dumb imbecile

Shaming phrases:
How dare you?
You're so thick.
You should know!
Your wrong!
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Who do you think you are?
Grow up!
When will you get it?
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‘De-shaming’ yourself
As stated previously, in response to shaming we feel small,
invalid and wrong (without rights). As a result of being shamed
in the past we often invalidate ourselves, get stuck and don't
stand up and express our truth. Here are a few tips that may
help you along the road to de-shaming yourself.
1. Grieve your shame
Shame involves the emotions of fear, sadness and anger
associated with the belief that we are bad, wrong or without the
right to exist and be respected. The emotional energy of shame
will not just go away by trying to convince yourself that there
is nothing wrong with you through the unrelenting commitment
to positive affirmations or other mind-altering techniques. The
energy of shame is now bound in your being and your need to
become intimately acquainted with it. When you embrace the
totality of yourself you will find peace and allow the energy
that is stuck in your being to move through. As the energy
moves through you it opens up what has been blocked, locked
and separated allowing for a deep feeling of oneness,
wholeness and love to occur.
If you continue to deny, repress and try to avoid feeling your
shame (and for that matter, all your repressed emotions) you
will continue to suffer. This suffering is not punishment. It is a
gift waiting to be unwrapped (in fact it is you that is waiting to
be unwrapped). The things that are causing you to suffer at the
moment are opportunities to unwrap feelings and beliefs that
keep you from experiencing communion with all things and
living in the experience of essential truth, your God nature.
You have pools of emotion that relate to the times in your You
have pools of emotion that relate to the times in your life that
you have felt ashamed and you need to release the hold that
you have got on that energy if you want to feel free, fully alive,
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whole and happy. When you feel ashamed and haven't been
shamed in the current situation, recognise it as an emotional
pool that is being triggered for a healing release. Instead of
becoming hostile, blaming and aggressive, surrender to the
energy that wants to move. You have been hurt in the past by
being shamed and it is perfectly natural for you to cry about it
now.
2. Stop shaming yourself and others.
As children we each have our own experiences involving being
shamed. Many people that I see in therapy have taken on the
role of shaming themselves since the original shaming person
is no longer around. People berate themselves as stupid, silly,
dumb, no good, hopeless etc. instead of sitting with the
experience and feeling the emotions under it and being
empathetic with themselves. They have been trained to shame
and now they are doing it to themselves. You are OK the way
you are. Sometimes you are going to make mistakes and it’s
OK, you are just as precious. Your worthiness is not dependent
on what you do or how you do it, but on your degree of
openness and willingness to reveal yourself to others.
Shaming other people shuts them down and distances us from
them. If you want to stop your own shaming remember: we can
express our feelings and not shame the other person by using
actual examples and referring to concrete specific data, such as
dates, places, actual words said, and owning your feelings,
thoughts and assumptions.
3. Connect with your essence
Your essence is and always will be beyond judgment and
indeed description. The chances are pretty high that you are no
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longer intimate with your experience of your essential self. So
you need to start to 'nurture your nature' by establishing
connection with essence regularly.
We are so engrossed in judging and criticising and invalidating
ourselves that it is often difficult for us to perceive of our
personality as totally OK. It is easier for us to experience the
nature of our essential self if we don't focus on our personality.
Note that we are our personality and that there is no separation
between our personality and the ‘I am’, they are both
awareness manifesting but the 'I am' is focused more generally
and less on the context ‘we are in’.
To experience the difference between your personality and
your essential being, speak your name out loud. Repeat it over
and over again and watch the images that come to you of
yourself. Then say out loud, ‘I am’. Repeat it over and over
again and see if you can feel the difference. For me the 'I am' is
broader, fuller, freer ...
Now see if you can say your name, watch and feel the
sensations that arise without needing to categorise them as
good or bad. Just breathe into the experience and allow it to
unfold in its own way.
4. Find a group of people who will not judge you
We need to develop groups of people who are able to listen to
us without becoming judgmental. This means being able to
listen and feel what the other person is sharing and empathise
with their experience without needing to draw any conclusion
or trying to make sense of it. It involves being able to not take
sides and to not get into judging the other person (their actions,
or experiences) as good, bad, right or wrong, but letting their
story and their experience 'in' to our hearts. Then we can feel
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them and be with them. This allows them the space to feel and
let go of what is holding them where they are.
5. Come out of hiding
When we feel ashamed very often we want to pull back and
retreat into our shells. We are afraid that someone will find out
what we are ashamed of. This fear adds energy to the shame
pool, increasing the 'charge' on the issue that we feel ashamed
of. Finding a group of people that will not sit in judgment and
coming out of hiding by sharing what it is we are ashamed of,
is a powerful start to de-powering the grip that shame has on
us.
Live with integrity, be honest, face up to those difficult issues
that you have been running away from. If you are holding
secrets from anyone (your partner, your friend, your boss), go
and tell them. If someone wants to tell you a secret do not agree
to keep it and tell them that you do not want to be told anything
that they want to keep secret in the future.
6. Stand up for your rights
When you come forward and stand up for your rights to be
honored and respected you begin to de-shame yourself. In
therapy sessions the son or daughter who stands up to the
parent and expresses his or her rage and grief about being
abused including something along the lines of "I deserve to be
respected", 'de-shames' themselves. They are releasing the
energy of anger that has been working against them, keeping
them small, knotted and fragmented. They are also affirming,
with conviction, their right to be respected. This process can
break cycles of recurring abuse with partners in current
relationships. It can also be undertaken with a current partner if
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the shaming is happening in this relationship. I recommend the
assistance of skilled facilitators with this process.
If you are being shamed then express to the person that is
shaming you that you are feeling abused and ask them to stop
it. If they do not, then don't hang around in an abusive
environment. Get out! You deserve to be treated with respect.
Hanging in there in situations that are not respectful of our
being is only going to create more hurt.
Usually shame occurs in closed hearted exchanges and usually
there is a lack of vulnerability (from a fear of being hurt) on
BOTH sides. You may need to get some professional
assistance to complete the issue in conflict. Don't just pull out
and try to forget about it, it will emerge again in your life if you
do. Remember, it is pulling back inside ourselves that creates
the hurt that we so easily blame the other person for.
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Emotional Mastery
Part 3: Guides

The following pages contain guides to assist you in
developing your level of Emotional Mastery.
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Feelings:
Sensations, Thoughts or Emotions?
Clarity about the difference between thoughts, emotions and
feelings is important. Lack of clarity is a major cause of
confusion and creates difficulties in communicating or feelings.
There are three ways of describing our experiences:
1. Physical sensations. Sensations are about information that
we receive via our 5 senses: touch, taste, sight, smell, hearing,
e.g. ‘I feel stiffness in my hands’.
2. Thoughts. There are different types of thoughts, e.g. beliefs,
ideas, assumptions, judgments.
3. Emotions The primary emotions are:
1. Anger (annoyance, irritation, frustration ...)
2. Sadness (melancholic, sorrowful, miserable ...)
3. Fear (scared, anxious, terrified ...)
4. Joy (happy, excited, cheerful, ecstatic ...)
4. Primary states of being. The primary states of being are:
1. Blank (frozen or numb...)
2. Pain (hurt, anguished, tormented...)
3. Peace (contentment, satisfied, relieved...)
4. Love (affection, caring, fondness...)
Feelings
Confusion arises because the phrase 'I feel ...' has multiple
meanings. It can refer to physical sensations, thoughts or
emotions:
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1. Physically, as a body sensation:
‘My body is feeling tired’
2. Mentally, as an intuitive perception, an assumption or
fantasy:
‘I had a feeling you where going to say that’
3. Emotionally, as an emotion:
‘I feel sad’
When we accurately describe the physical sensations and
emotions we are experiencing we are speaking ‘personal truth’:
‘I have a pain in my upper back’, ‘I feel angry’. These
statements are true because we are describing actual
experiences we are having. These ‘personal truths’ can not be
argued with. They deserve to be accepted and respected by
others. They are not open to discussion, interpretation or
opinion. They are statements of fact.
Thoughts on the other hand are not necessarily true. ‘I feel that
you don't like me’ is a statement that may or may not be true
about the other person.
Statements that begin with ‘I feel that ...’ or ‘I feel like ...’
are usually followed by beliefs, assumptions, deductions or
fantasies (types of thoughts), rather than emotional or
physical experiences.
When we make statements such as these, it is easy to believe
that what we are saying is a ‘personal truth’ and therefore
unquestionable. However these statements are usually beliefs,
which may or may not be true.
Statements such as ‘I feel like you don't care about me’ would
be clearer and more accurate if they were expressed as ‘I think
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you don't care about me’, or even clearer as: ‘My assumption
(belief or fantasy) is that you don't care about me’.
Clear communication happens when you express the emotion
you are feeling followed by the belief that is creating it. e.g.
‘I feel sad, because I think that you don't care about me’.
(Emotion + Thought)
Even clearer is:
‘I feel sad, because I'm assuming that you don't care about me’.
It is a good idea to check whether your thought is true:
‘I feel sad, because I'm assuming that you don't care about me.
Is that true?’
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Recognising Your Emotions
Extract from Conscious Loving by G and K Hendricks
There are certain signs and symptoms that occur when you are
having core emotions. Some of the signs are obvious – sweaty
palms, clenched fists – but others are not quite so easy to
recognize. It is important that you learn to listen to the subtle
signals of your body, so that you will know when you are
experiencing different feelings. To help in this process, we
have compiled the following lists of sensations and behaviours
connected with the core feelings. The lists are based on what
we have learned in talking to our clients. These lists are not
carved in stone; use them experimentally to find out if they fit
you.
Symptoms of Fear
• Nausea
• Tightness in stomach and chest
• Internal quivering, especially down the midline of chest and
stomach
• Damp or sweaty palms
• Dryness in mouth
• Contraction of sensitive tissue (nipples, penis)
• Narrow focus in eyes; tunnel vision
• Elevated heart rate
• Rapid rate of thought
Symptoms of Anger
- Tightness in shoulders and back of neck
- Headache, especially in back of head and neck
- Tight, sore jaw muscles
- Clenching jaws or night time grinding of teeth
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- Crawling or itching sensations in upper back,
shoulders & arms
- Outbursts at inappropriate times
- Picking at fingernails
Symptoms of Sadness
• Constricted sensation in chest
• Dull, heavy or numb sensation in chest
• Pain along the breastbone when you press it
• Thoughts that dwell on the negative
• Difficulty in waking up and getting out of bed in the
morning
• Congestion in sinus and chest that lasts longer than usual
• Thinking of losses, recent and long-ago
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Emotional Thesaurus by David Wignall
Lower intensity states

Higher intensity states

Emotional States Associated with Anger:
grumpy
morose
impatient
moody
bitter
withdrawn

irritable
frustrated
annoyed
resentful
sullen
restless

pissed off
stirred up
exasperated
prickly
sulking
indignant

irate
fired up
volatile
upset
touchy
offended

incensed
furious
seething
outraged
fuming
aggravated

raging
screaming
uncontrolled
exploding
lose temper
hostile

Emotional States Associated with Sadness:
cheerless mournful despairing
upset
melancholy saddened tearful
crying
glum
gloomy
dejected
grieving
dishearten despondent grave
solemn
withdrawn flat
moody
regretful

distressed
weeping
sobbing
serious
remorseful

distraught
hysterical
grief-stricken
wailing
depressed

Emotional States Associated with Fear:
cautious
suspicious apprehensive frightened
alert
distrust
anxious
fear
vigilant
on guard alarmed
trembling
restless
perturbed upset
shaking
hesitant
concerned worried
scared
withdrawn nervous
agitated
jumpy
full of dread on edge

terrified
panic-stricken
hysterical
paralysed
in a cold sweat
need to escape

Emotional States Associated with Joy:
cheery
cheerful
in good spirits full of beans
happy
jovial
joyful
elated
contented carefree
buoyant
on a high
breezy
bright
beaming
radiant
entertained having fun playful
frisky
amused
humorous laughing
hilarious
pleased
delighted rapt
thrilled
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euphoric
ecstatic
blissful
overjoyed
full of fun
uproarious
tickled pink

Locating Emotions in Our
Bodies
Generally speaking different emotions tend to be experienced
in different parts of our bodies.

Love and Sadness
Located in the chest
Excitement and Fear
Located in the Solar Plexus,
the soft part of the torso, just
below the ribs.
Anger and Joy
Located in the belly
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Emotional Mastery
Part 4: Passionately
Alive

Where do you go from here?
If you have enjoyed discovering more about your emotions and
want to know how to continue to develop your Emotional
Mastery, then the Passionately Alive Seminar is for you.
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Passionately Alive
Live your Love, Love Your Life!
The 5 Keys to Cracking Your Hearts’ Secret Code
If you’re struggling in any of these areas:
1. Health: feeling stressed, anxious, depressed, suffering
from chronic fatigued or physical pain
2. Relationships: Having got hurt in love we shut down
our heart. But now maybe it is your time to find love,
deepen intimacy, heal a troubled relationship or grieve
the loss of loved ones
3. Achievement: feeling blocked, stuck, lost, not knowing
how to move forward, looking for enthusiasm
4. Happiness: feeling empty, unfulfilled, dissatisfied,
unworthy, not good enough
Then this could be a very important opportunity for you, so
please read on attentively:
After 25 years of deep heart exploration I have built a program
where you can learn the 5 keys to opening your heart, coming
alive, finding your passion and living it. It is called
Passionately Alive!
In that time I have taught thousands of people how to take their
health, relationships, business success and life satisfaction to
whole new levels. And now you can too.
At Passionately Alive you can learn to banish stress and
anxiety, be your own best friend, find inner peace and abundant
health, heal relationship conflicts, connect to loved ones deeper
than ever, release struggle from your life, live with more flow
and ease in your life, achieve what you want faster and easier,
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find meaning and fulfilment by living from your heart, sharing
your gifts and helping to make the world a better place.
A wonderful thing happens at the seminar: whilst you are
mastering your life challenge, you are also developing the heart
skills to take your whole life to new levels of enjoyment and
prosperity – better than it has ever been! Having resolved this
initial challenge and opened your heart, you get to see that
there is another mountain peak behind, which you could not see
at the start:
These peaks appear in the form of how great life be:
1. Having direct contact with the peace, gentleness and
happiness within you.
2. Feeling more free, alive, energized and enthusiastic
about your life.
3. Seeing and feeling the beauty of a depth of connection
with others that inspires intimacy.
4. Connecting to the passion in your heart for inspiration
to live the life you are meant to live
5. Developing a deeper level of trust in the perfection of
life.
6. Learning to surrender to the flow of inspiration that
comes from an open heart.
7. Experiencing the richness of life in all its brilliance and
fullness.
8. Gaining a sense that we are here on Earth to express our
unique gifts in service of others.
9. Having a direct spiritual experience of being more
connected to life than you ever imaged.
10. A vision of what a heart centred world can look like.
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About Passionately Alive
At the seminar we share, we laugh, we cry we dance and we
sing. The whole process is carefully and respectfully presented
and we go at the pace of the group. Invariably you will find
many common souls on the journey who have struggled with
similar issues to you.
The groups are non-judgemental, accepting and caring. Much
of the healing and transformation happens because we practice
being present in our heart and cultivating an open accepting
and validating space to release the emotional blockages that
hold us back from open our heart and coming alive.
Passionately Alive is an organic journey that proceeds in an
ever-deepening spiral where we learn emotional intelligence
skills that build and deepen as we go.
One of the main techniques we use to clear emotional
blockages, gain clarity, open our heart and come alive is called
Breathwork. Breathwork is a dynamic breathing technique that
activates your body’s energy for heart opening and connecting
with your passion. At Passionately Alive we do a Breathwork
session each morning.
The seminar is based around the 5 keys to Passionately Alive
Living:
1. Clarity
2. Clearing
3. Connection
4. Congruence
5. Commitment
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On the first evening: Clarity
In the first session we focus on getting clarity about where you
are and where you want to go. We map out the journey from
head to heart, the difference between living from your head and
living from your heart and develop Emotional Literacy.
On the first evening we:
Gain Clarity
• Get crystal clear on where you are, and what you want.
• Understand the blocks that stand in your way of getting
what you want
Heal the shame
• Release shame blocks that have kept you stuck in
isolation and feeling bad about yourself
• Heal the shame of ‘I am bad, wrong or inadequate’ so
you can be more at ease with who you are
Understand the journey from ‘Head to Heart’
• How to Distinguish between thinking and feeling
• How you can instantly turn off overwhelming run away
thinking
• How to take 90% of the charge off any negative thought
so you can remain relaxed and at ease
• How to use your emotions so you can be less reactive
and more responsive to challenges
• How to live an inspired life with kindness, compassion,
gratitude and generosity
Develop Emotional Literacy
• Making friends with your emotions. Understanding
their good purpose and role in your life
• How to read your body signs for clues about what your
subconscious is trying to tell you
• How you can use your emotions so you can read your
intuition and make better decisions,
• How to put into words what you’re feeling so you can
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communicate more clearly and effectively
Opening the flow of emotion through your body
• How to express your emotions creatively for heart
opening and empowerment
Cultivate Heart Centring
• Access your heart intelligence for peak performance,
physically, mentally and emotionally
• How to induce a state of calm and ease at will
• How to flow your emotions through your body for
healing and aliveness
Learn Heart Breathing
• How to use your breathing to quickly and easily clear
blockages so you can move forward with ease
• How to ‘self soothe’ by inducing inner peace and
calmness at will

Day 1: Clearing Emotional Blockages
Day 1 focuses on clearing the emotional blockages and opening
our heart. Clearing emotional blockages is about getting your
creative juices flowing, coming alive and connecting with the
energy to move forward: induce healing, open your heart to
loving relationships and clear the past so you can move forward
and achieve what you want with joy and ease.
We clear rogue emotions because there is so much more to life
than most of us are living. We live in a culture that denies the
reality of our emotions and teaches us to repress what we feel.
But our repressed emotions do not go away. We say you can
run away but you cannot get away: When we get up from
meditation so do the rogue emotions. Nothing is going to
change until something changes.
We clear emotional blockages by letting go of the energetic
blockages (that lie within our body) from experiences that were
not completed and that are now keeping us from feeling whole,
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in love and passionately alive. We do this through:
Creating change with ease and grace
• Understand emotional turmoil so you can make changes
in your life quickly
• How to go beyond should and shouldn’t and find
acceptance and peace
• How to use a simple breathing practice to facilitate the
release of issues from the past
• How to use fun for heart opening, healing and to enrich
your life
• How to find the good in everything, even things we
think are wrong or bad
Laugh Power
• How having a good laugh can be just as heart opening
as having a good cry
Studies Duke University have shown Laughing helps
relax tense muscles, reduces stress hormones,
strengthens the immune system, lessens perceived pain,
increasing the body's ability to use oxygen and helps
lower high blood pressure.
Self-Validation Technique
• How to be kind and gentle with yourself and bring out
the best in yourself
• How to turn negative thinking into inspiration for life
• How to release the fear of making mistakes so you can
move forward in life
• How to release struggle and suffering from life by
changing the way you look at things
Core Clearing process
• Let go of the rogue emotions that cause frustration,
negative thinking, restlessness, anxiety, frustration and
stagnation
• Come alive, free the energy used to hold emotions in
check
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How to release the past and find peace and freedom to
move forward
• Heal loss, betrayal, rejection wounds that keep us at a
distance from love
• Take back control of your life, master ‘overdrive’
causing: busyness, over eating, drinking, anger
• Release self sabotage and procrastination to get into the
flow of life so you can achieve easily
• Activate your bodies healing ability
• A mind expanding understanding of how to easily
dissolve pain
Self Assertion module
• How to turn anger into creative energy for change and
self assertion
• Learn the four simple steps to effective communication,
so simple children can do it!
• Gain the confidence to stand up, come forward and
express yourself
• How to share what you are feeling in a way that inducts
people to want to hear more from you
• How to ask for what you want in a way that motivates
people to want to give it to you
• Come alive, reconnect and get into the flow of life so
we can live more boldly and fully
•

As you clear your emotional blockages you open the flow of
energy through your heart. You feel more whole and complete
in yourself.

Day 2: Connect
To your heart for happiness and guidance
On day 2 you learn the skills to live from your heart (instead of
from your head) and to dialogue with your heart intelligence
(your inner truth). These new skills and understandings assist
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you to live your life at a higher level of effectiveness,
enjoyment and fulfilment. We call this Heart Centred Living.
You were born with your heart wide open, which means that
you were directly connected to, and allowing of, the free flow
of emotions through your body. You laughed and cried freely
from moment to moment. As such you were very much alive
and in touch with yourself. You knew what you liked and what
you didn’t. You were very clear and life was very rich!
At Passionately Alive, on Day 2 you will discover:
Powerful Heart Centred Living Practices
• Find the answer to the feeling there is something
missing (Inadequate, not good enough, unworthy,
hollow, empty, dissatisfied…)
• Reconnect in your heart to the peace, happiness and
flow of love at your core
• How to deepen your capacity for relationship: feel love
more vibrantly, connect to others more genuinely, be
more empathetic and compassionate and less reactive
and helpful to others.
• Be more up beat, optimistic and resilient so the world
looks like a more beautiful place. Your heart
‘conditions’ how your brain functions, how it perceives
information and processes it. We all know how vibrant
the world looks when we are in love and how grey it
looks when we are feeling down. Open your heart and
your world becomes more beautiful.
How to create Heart Connection
• Learn the 5 Steps to dissolve anxiety, frustration and stress
and then cultivate gratitude.
• How to accelerate healing. Bring your body into harmony
so your Immune system functioning is enhanced: blood
pressure normalized, decrease Cortisol (stress hormone)
and increase in DHEA (anti aging hormone). You will have
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more energy, get less tired, less dis-ease, heal faster, more
youthful and as the latest chromosome research on
Telomeres suggests you can even live longer.
How to Connect to your ‘Hearts’ Guidance’
• Current scientific research is demonstrating that your
heart is intelligent. It contains ‘brain’ neurons that
process information. Many heart transplant recipients
actually receive parts of the donors’ personality.
• Clarify your intuition for guidance in your business and
personal life so it is easier to make wise decisions and
have better timing. Studies have revealed that the heart
has the capacity to pre-empt events, playing a major
role in what we know as intuition. As we open and
connect with our heart we gain access to a higher form
of guidance other than logic and reason. In our heart we
can ‘feel’ the ‘rightness’ or soundness of what others
are telling us and of our own responses and decisions.
This is commonly referred to as ‘gut knowing’.
• Perform at your peak. Research demonstrates that when
connect in the heart school children learn and remember
things better; sales people make more sales, and sports
people perform at the peak.
Effortless Flow - How to savour the moment
• Life rushes by if we are not careful. It is important to
learn how to slow down and smell the roses. This is
easy to say, but can be tricky to do. You will learn
powerful exercises to experience the richness of each
moment so that colours are more vivid, food tastes
richer.
• How to be more present with yourself and others, be
more focused in what ever you do, make fewer
mistakes, remember things better and get things done in
less time and with more flow.
• How to find the golden moments in every moment
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How to shift Fear to Freedom
• Mastering fear is one of the most liberating things you
can do. Fear is the underlying emotion under anxiety,
procrastination, aggression and much anger. Avoiding
fearful situations is the major reason why we lose touch
with our self, get stuck and don’t end up living the life
we are meant to live.
• You will learn what FEAR is: its causes, symptoms,
meaning and good purpose. And gain the skills to
master it. How to turn fear into excitement and how to
experience a basic trust in life instead of insecurity.

Day 3: Congruence and Commitment:
Live your love, love your life!
“What really matters for success, character, happiness and life
long achievements is a definable set of emotional skills - your
E.Q. - not just purely cognitive abilities that are measured by
conventional I.Q. tests.” Dr. Daniel Goleman ‘Emotional
Intelligence - Why it can matter more than I.Q.’
As well as continuing to deepen your heart connection, the
final day of our program focuses on bringing everything you
have discovered and the skills you have developed together to
implement the changes into your daily life.
The last two keys to passionately alive living are:
1. Living congruently from your heart: being authentic and
present.
2. Commit to taking action that keeps you on your edge, doing
what you love and loving what you do so you can live the life
you are meant to live and help make the world a better place.
Congruence is about being in integrity by showing on the
outside what your thinking and feeling on the inside. When we
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are in congruence we say ‘I put my heart into it’ and when we
are out of congruence we say: ‘My heart just wasn’t in it’.
Being in congruence empowers you to feel good about who
you are, stay clear inside, sleep easy at night, build ‘real’
relationships and gain confidence to be who you are in the
world.
When you’re incongruent you’re out of integrity with your
heart. Consequently you will find life hard going. Stress,
anxiety, restlessness, struggle, loss of passion and even disease
can all be SYMPTOMS of a lack of congruence.
When you live congruently from your heart:
• You become very wise and powerful. Nelson Mandala
and Mahatma Ghandi
• Your life works. You feel ‘solid’, strong and confident.
You achieve your goals with more ease and flow.
• You get to feel good about who you are
• You build ‘real’, meaningful and satisfying
relationships.
• You experience better health and well-being you do
not build up the emotional tension
• Good things happen more often. This all makes things
seem to unfold smoothly.
• You achieve Genuine Success: Achieving what you
want without compromising your health, relationships
or happiness. Genuine success comes from following
the feedback that comes from your body, people around
you and events in your life. Because you are living from
a deep place of truth you are much more likely to stay
on track.
• You help create a better world: from a deep place of
love and compassion
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At Passionately Alive, on Day 3 you will learn:
Heart Reservoir Activation
• How to embed a permanent prompt to your basic
goodness and wholeness so you can be true to your
heart and do what you love, without needing other
peoples acceptance and approval.
Heart Honouring
• The power of congruence, how being in alignment with
your truth creates inner strength.
• How to be honest and authentic to create real, open,
connected and passionate relationships
Genuine success – Heart based success principles for life
• Daily practices to do to keep your heart opening
journey deepening
• How to achieve the success you desire without selling
out for money or security
• Down to earth, practical things you can do to plant seed
of success karma
• How to use compassion, generosity and gratitude to
boost your level of success
• How to develop true discipline to stay on track and
achieve without pushing yourself
• How to find the courage to d the scary things you know
in your heart are right for you
• How to develop resilience so you can handle set backs
and failures and stay enthusiastic
• Clear and simple steps to live your life at a higher level
• How to set up your life so you feel deeply blessed and
supported by life
Inspired action
• A simple sequence to begin your day so that you feel,
present, alive and ready to go
• How to set inspired goals from your heart that are
aligned with what you truly love to do
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How to prioritise your activities in your day so you get
the most important things done
How to build a success system so that before you know
it you have the life you long for
The inside secret to achieving your goals using heart
intelligence
How to create a life that you love!

Also included with the seminar:
A Fabulous Resource Manual
The seminar comes with a full A4 size, 100-page resource
manual for Passionately Alive Living with loads of articles and
exercises to support you in live a bold, fulfilling and a
meaningful life.
An online a follow on integration program
To make sure that this is a truly life changing experience for
you I have created a comprehensive integration program. It
consists of a series of short email lessons that arrive in your
inbox every couple of days to assist you in applying these great
new practices into your life.
Logistics:
We run Passionately Alive 5 times a year at our beautiful
retreat on 7 acres in the heart the fabulous Dandenong Ranges
rainforest. The seminar is a fully residential retreat so you can
journey deep into your heart to find what you would love to do
with your life and give you the skills to do it.
The seminars are conducted in small groups (maximum 16) so
you get the quality time and attention to ensure you have the
breakthroughs your looking for. The seminar runs from 7.00pm
Thursday evening till 5.30pm Sunday afternoon. All meals and
accommodation are included in the fees. Reasonably priced
transport is available by bus from the airport to our front door!
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Fees
The full fess for Passionately Alive, include all food and
accommodation for the 3½ days.
If you register 28 days before the seminar you get a $500
discount.
If you register online you get a further $100 discount
We also offer a couples discount of a further $500 each.
For exact fees jump on over to: www.eq.net.au/passionatelyalive
Are you ready to take your life to a new level of aliveness?
If you are tired of living below what you know you are capable
of, had enough of stress or anxiety, can no longer stand being
lonely or living in a unfulfilling relationship or your feeling
stuck or struggling.
The it is time to take your life to a whole new level of aliveness
and vitality and give yourself a gift of coming along and
joining us so you can open your heart, find your passion and
live the life you’re meant to live.
If you are ready to transform your life, then act now!
Just…
1. Book on line: www.eq.net.au/passionately-alive
2. Phone us on 03 9739 8889
3. Email us at info@eq.net.au
As soon as you have registered you will receive a link to our
pre-seminar preparation web page so you can get your heart
opening journey going straight way.
The Pre-seminar preparation page includes:
Loads of great fun resources to start enjoying the shifts today,
including:
• My famous Heart Centring meditation a 10 minute
guided heart connection meditation so you can
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immediately begin connecting in your heart.
Short cuts for connecting heart to heart – my landmark
audio presentation so you can immediately make sense
why you are where you are, what is going on and what
you need to do now.
Clarity leads to Power ‘Playsheets’. These will help you
to get clear about where you are and where you want to
be – these are transformational in themselves.
My Keys to Emotional Mastery Book so you can raise
your level of Emotional Literacy and self awareness so
your more in touch and better equipped to respond to
life’s challenges.
Plus you will receive my brand new in-depth manual
that will guide you through the 5 steps to Passionately
Alive Living

Can you imagine being in a totally different space in just 3
days time?
• Imagine connecting to the source of peace and happiness
within so you can feel whole and complete in yourself.
• Imagine letting go of the past, rediscovering your
enthusiasm for life so you can move forward with renewed
joy and ease
• Imagine letting go of the burden of emotional baggage you
have been carrying around for too long and being able to
laugh freely, sing and smile at life again.
• Imagine letting go of past hurts, resentments and fears and
opening your heart again to your loved ones, being able to
really connect deeply with your partner, kids and friends.
• Imagine being able to accelerate your bodies healing so you
can feel renewed energy, health and aliveness
• Imagine letting go of actual physical pain in your body
from old blocked emotions and actually feeling at ease in
your own skin
• Imagine being able to be present and guide for others to
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breakthrough their blockages as they are inspired to open
their heart with you.
Imagine the feeling of fulfilment you would get connecting
to your deepest truth, starting to follow your hearts
guidance, finding and living your life’s purpose

Passionately Alive has been running for nearly 20 years and in
that time we have refined the program to ensure everybody has
a radical breakthrough. Just read to the swag of testimonies
after this.
Your going to be amazed at what you will discover: Whether
your main concern is moving from being stuck, stressed or
anxious, letting go of the past, discovering new direction and
renewed enthusiasm for life, improving your health, enhancing
your love life, creating happiness or healing yourself so you
can help others connect in their heart too.
Time to ask yourself:
If you are tired of being tired, sick of being sick and are ready
to take your life to a whole new level then you are definitely in
the right place.
If you’re not sure about taking action ask yourself:
What if nothing changes?
How long can I go on like this?
Passionately Alive changes the lives of everyone who comes
along because these are essential life skills are not taught
anywhere else. You simply were never taught.
Go on, be kind to yourself and give yourself a gift that
everyone in your life will be grateful for…
The time is now.
1. Book on line: www.eq.net.au/passionately-alive
2. Phone us on 03 9739 8889
3. Email us at info@eq.net.au
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Life after Passionately Alive:
I was recently looking over the list of people who had done work
with us and noticed that many of them had found their passion and
are now living inspiring lives. So I asked them to share about their
journey. This is what they had to say:

From Doctor to Spiritual Leader. Andrew Horwood.
My name is Andrew Horwood. I’ve had the
great pleasure of knowing and working with
Nicholas de Castella for 20 years. I trained as a
GP, yet this nagging feeling of “something’s
missing” kept prompting me to look beyond the
medical model.
I first met Nicholas in 1995 by attending
Passionately Alive. Being something of a
workshop junkie, I came with expectations as to content. Boy, was I
in for a surprise! I experienced energy such as I’d not known for
years; power as well – and I danced with a freedom for which I’d
only dreamed. I knew I was “on to something important”. I
collaborated in bringing these life changing events to the Horsham
area. Over the next 8 years, over 200 people from the Wimmera
region, largely my patients, attended. Lives changed as people
considered what was truly in their hearts and found the courage to
follow that heart calling.
For me, learning about the power source of emotional energy has
been a parallel discovery to my deepening spiritual understanding of
how Life works. I have let Love live my life. My relationships have
deepened in quality. I have followed my hearts calling when it was
time to take a long break from medicine. I’ve found means within
me to tackle things I’d consigned to the too hard basket. I have more
energy, fun and fulfilment day by day in my life. I ask myself “who
wouldn’t want this experience?” I thoroughly recommend this
pathway to anyone interested in living a full and rewarding life. Go
for it!
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Health: From Farmer to Entrepreneur. Robert Webb.
Marriage was in turmoil, visit to local GP,
instead of giving us pills we were directed to go
to a Passionately Alive weekend in 5 days time.
Not knowing what to expect and very nervous
we went. Must admit it was a challenge to face
ones shortcomings. That weekend I got rid of
my "farmers back" just with one Breathwork
session... it has not returned. I also learnt I lived in my " head",
thinking. When I found my "body" I started to FEEL my emotions,
breath into the feeling and let it go.
I attended my first workshop at the age of 64, my last at 74. Now at
77 my head does not cause imaginary heart or back pain, pill free. A
new lady in my life, and my son has returned to be a part of my
accommodation business; we are planning to build 2 more cottages,
using our own labour.
Thank you Dr Andrew Horwood and Nicholas for turning my life in
the right direction, thus saving doctor/ chemist bills .
I now live from my heart in peace, not looking far ahead or dwell in
the past, now is the only moment we have. Enjoy it! Robert Webb

From Window-dresser to Business Owner. Elizabeth Lucas.
I first came to Passionately Alive in
2003; originally it was to support a
work college. That simple weekend
opened my heart and showed me just
how much of my childhood had been
erased from my mind and the effect
this was having in my day to day life, I
knew I had to find out more and went
on
to
become
a
Breathwork
Practitioner. It was the best thing that ever happened to me as it
totally changed my life.
I went from never wanting another man in my life to finding my life
partner. I opened my own business called Yarra Valley Gifts.
Through this business I have been able to connect with people from
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all walks of life and amazingly many come in just to have the
connection that only living with an open heart brings. I always tell
them if you’re unsure what to do just take a moment to stop and
breathe then listed to your hearts’ desire.

From Sheep Farmer to Portrait Artist. Ron Penrose.
My wife attended a Passionately Alive as
recommended by her doctor. She returned
full of life and energy. I thought, I want some
of that. I didn't go willingly but I'm very glad
I went to that first PA. I had a big shift in my
thinking and saw answers, where before there
seemed to be none. PA strengthened our
relationship, gave us tools to work through our stuff and reignited
our passion for life. What a gift from one weekend.
I look back on who I was and notice I had a lot of resistance to what
was happening to me. Now I see these are all lessons and teachers
that come into our lives and I can choose how I respond to them. I
have two options, I can go forward and grow or I sit can on my hands
and let the opportunity pass. Finding my passion came from getting a
lot of stuff off my chest so that my heart open. I believe it is possible
for every human being to find their passion. I’m so glad I met you
Nicholas. Bless you.

Happy Business Analyst and Artist. Marisol Lopez.
Not listening and even denying my
heart a chance was not only getting
me ill but it was also preventing
me from achieving a happy and
successful life. At work people
insisted that in order to be
successful at work you have to
leave your emotions at home... What is that? Learning to use the
emotional intelligence skills I learnt at Passionately Alive in my job
has allowed me to get much better results, be confident, improve
relationships and achieve work balance by eliminating unnecessary
stress.
The most rewarding thing for me is turning my life around and reach
my top potential as I eliminate the obstacles and the trauma caused
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by not knowing the things you teach. You have such an extremely
rich gift. I am so blessed I met you. I lived 12 years with a bipolar
person, and that left me completely void of the essential nurturing we
all need to live Thanks to you I was able to come back to my true
essence. In my job I am not only better but I can much more easily
build relationships and not be afraid of myself or others.

Comments from Newbies…
This is what participants had to say at the end of Passionately Alive:
Passionately Alive took me deeper that ever before. I gained fresh
insights coming home with new understanding of myself and greater
clarity on the steps to take to improve my life. Thank you Nicholas
for your wisdom and understanding and ultimately for helping me to
see the truth that I really do have choices even when it doesn’t feel
like it.
Carolyn Smith
Life Coach
I feel the courage to speak my truth – in whatever way it presents
itself to me – from my heart. I gained the ability to embrace my
feelings and to surrender to them freely, without judgment.
Lieselotte Toscher
Naturopath
I had been diagnosed with Depression and was carrying a lot of
unwanted garbage that I didn't know how to get rid of. Thankfully,
Dr Jenny Garner talked me into coming to Passionately Alive and I
happily got rid of just some of the problems.
Kay O’Connor
Nurse
What an amazing, enlightening experience that I had no idea existed
prior to this weekend. I now have an understanding of my emotions,
my fears and myself. I will continue to practice the skills I have
learnt and never let myself become the person I was. With each
session I grew in myself and was totally blown away with the
techniques used to deal with the emotions and issues I had been
hiding and been unable to deal with.
Ken Symons Manager
I can now face life with a real passion. I feel set free from the bonds
of inner pain and feel I can make a real difference to my friends and
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family. Thank you so much Nicholas, you've shown me the true
meaning of “Love for Life'”!
James Taylor Unemployed
I feel I have something that works that I can practise. I learnt about
honouring the truth and the importance of vulnerability. Thank you
for believing in me. Your 'gut' compassion for people touched my
heart. I will never forget it.
Catherine Jerome
Teacher
My feelings are flowing again. The way I relate to others is also in
the process of change. I feel my heart opening up – these two things
alone will change my life.
Wendy Jordan
Mum
I experienced a deep release from early wounds – I had not been able
to achieve this level through the many other pathways I've tried. I
enjoyed the safety, nurturing, respect, honouring and utter open
space for all people. I have much greater clarity and consistency in
communicating my emotions. Cheryl Hill
Sales Manager
Something had to give – I took a risk. I really felt my body, mind and
emotions. I will be able to open myself more readily and my fear has
lessened. I thank you deeply with great love. I'm very grateful.
Marcel Noe
Tennis Coach
This workshop is the best experience I have ever had. I feel
WHOLE!.
David Liersch
Welder
I gained the ability to tap into energy levels I had previously
unknown. I have greater understanding of how I react in the outside
world. Thank you for your sincerity, I feel really honoured.
Fiona Bryant
Student of Design
I saw my mother in a different way. I could tap into my emotions
more easily. I feel much better about myself as a person. I feel more
positive.
Noel Byass
Woodworker
I felt lightness in me, like a weight loss – a freedom. I have learnt
and want to practise more openness, intimacy, honesty and open
anger. Thank you for providing this space, security, wisdom and
insight.
Rosie Leonard
Library Officer
I gained an opportunity to break down the barriers in my life that I
use to keep me at a distance from others. I gained insight into what
these barriers were and why they were there.
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I had the opportunity to face these head on rather then to run from
them. When I faced the issue I found out it wasn’t as painful as I had
thought. My fear was far greater than how it was really. I now feel
free to open up and live my life rather than running away from it.
Kim Colvin
Careers Counsellor
I came here full of apprehension and fear. I leave here a totally
different person. I feel happier than I have in years. It was not an
easy transformation. I could have weakened many times but the love,
compassion and support given by the team saw me laid many ghosts
to rest. I whole heartedly recommend Passionately Alive to any
person struggling to deal with past hurts and disappointments.
Brain Campbell
Ambulance Officer.
I have opened up my heart and connected on a deep level. I now
know how to tap into my emotions I experienced a total lifting of
shame. My relationship with my husband has improved ‘beyond’
what I could imagine, and I am able to open up, with intimacy and
real connection. I Loved It! Its the best thing I have ever done for
myself and my relationship.
Gerry Huston Life Coach
PA is one of the most life changing experiences. Nicholas creates a
safe, caring and support space, which helped me to open and come
into my heart. I totally recommend it.
Joanna Wood
Government Advisor
I had a become emotionally stuck and becoming more closed down. I
had lost enthusiasm and enjoyment of life, not able to fully take in
and accept the love and support around me. My hope was that
Passionately Alive would assist in clearing unwanted emotions
following the death of my wife 2 years ago.
My expectations were well and truly exceeded, and I'm deeply
grateful to Nicholas, Susan and family and the other participants for
such a wonderful experience of mutual acceptance and honoring with
what was a very special group of people. Although it's only a week
down the track, I know it has lifted me to a new place of better heart
connection that can be enduring in my life. Much love.
Ross Bullock Youth Case Worker
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About Nicholas de Castella
The Passionately Alive Seminar has grown out of my own
inner search for a richer, fuller and more satisfying life. I have
spent the last 20+ years presenting my work, traveling the
globe and researching the latest emotional empowerment
techniques.
In my youth I competed as an international class distance
runner, spending four years at the Australian Institute of Sport
in Canberra. Yes, I have a brother, Robert, who is also a
famous marathon runner. I represented Australia in four World
Cross Country Running Championships. In 1983 I recorded the
tenth fastest marathon ever run by an Australian in a time of 2
hours 15 minutes.
Whilst in Canberra I completed my Bachelor of Architecture.
In 1987 I received a distinction for my thesis on the
relationship between Quantum Physics and Architecture. This
thesis seeded my departure from a Western, Cartesian
philosophy to a more holistic approach to life.
In 1988 I attended a personal transformation seminar to heal
myself of ‘chronic fatigue’ and to get my athletic career back
on track. I learned to access inner powers, heal my body,
release the struggle from life, and started to run faster than ever
on less training. From that time I have attended numerous
trainings on enhancing full human potential.
In 1992, after working as an architect for six years I made a
major career change. Following my heart to work full time in
personal development. I Train Breathwork Practitioners teach
Emotional Mastery and relationship skills.
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I believe in the innate goodness and innocence of humanity.
That we are all seeking to find and express love. That we are
living in a lot of pain caused by the suppression of emotion.
That at the core of our being is peace, love, happiness and
freedom. In my work I encourage individuals to connect with,
accept and express their true feelings which leads us on a
deepening pathway of inner connection until we finally connect
with our true nature. Once we are in touch with the qualities
our lives begin to blossom with goodness and health.
My major goal now is to teach ‘Emotional Mastery’ and to set
up a network of Passionately Alive Support Centres across
Australia.
I am founder of The Australian Quantum Breathwork
Association and director of The Institute of Heart Intelligence. I
am a certified Quantum Process Practitioner, trained in John
Bradshaw’s ‘Non-shaming’ therapy.
I have been working in personal development for twenty years.
I have facilitated private sessions, weekly group meetings and
Passionately Alive Seminars across Australia, in New Zealand,
USA, Canada, South Africa and England.
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